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Throughout history and the world, art has always reflected and formed our 
beauty ideals. We don’t have to go that far back in art history to see that 
our body ideals used to be very different from today. 

Today, social media influencers, celebrities, TV, movies, magazines and the 
internet all bombard with images and pressures about what bodies should 
look like, creating a world that makes us believe that self worth is solely 
based on outward appearance.

These versions of ‘beauty’ are unobtainable because they aren’t realistic. 
Nevertheless, millions resort to unhealthy measures to try to fit into the 
impossible mold which can cause self image issues leading to eating 
disorders, drug and alcohol use, cutting, bullying and depression.

Reflecting upon one’s self is crucial to understanding different perceptions 
and realizing the potential and beauty held within oneself. Art’s role in 
altering our body image is not just about showing us the destructive effects 
of current pressures. As always art can push boundaries and, in the case of 
body ideals, it can alter our perception of what is considered normal or 
desirable by demonstrating a far more complex notion of beauty in various 
sizes and body types whilst teaching us how to adopt a healthy self image 
and resist pressure to conform.

Summer Project:
Explore your own self image through Art & Design. How do you perceive 
yourself? How do you think others view you? What is your idea of 
perfection? Consider the positive and negative impacts social media has on 
body image and look at the history of body image and how it has changed 
through time. 

Learn to love your differences and embrace what makes you individual!

Self-Image Definition
The idea one has of one's abilities, appearance, and personality.

The three elements of a person’s self-image are:
1.The way a person perceives or thinks of him/herself.
2.The way a person interprets others’ perceptions (or what he/she 
thinks others think) of him/herself.
3.The way a person would like to be (his ideal self).

Having a distorted self-image means that you have a view of 
yourself that is not based in reality. We all have slight variations 
and detachments from reality— for example, maybe we think 
we’re a bit thinner or heavier than we really are, but when your 
self-image is greatly detached from reality, it can cause serious 
emotional and psychological problems.

To Do….
• Buy a sketchbook (size A4 or A3) or 

work on individual pieces of cartridge 
paper. Order online via The Range, 
Amazon….

• Watch The Dove Real Beauty campaigns
• Complete Tasks set to the best of your 

ability. If in doubt...please ask
• Present work to class on return to school

Textiles A Level Summer Project



Photographic Tasks to complete …...

1. Take a natural selfie of yourself (no make up, filters etc)
2. Take a selfie of yourself all made up (make up, filters etc)
3. Take photos of yourself from different angles (front, side...) and close ups of your facical features (eyes, nose, mouth, ears)
4. Ask for honest feedback from family & friends by asking them to write words/comments for each photo. (Include Positives and Negatives please!)
5. Create your own dove inspired real beauty campaign promoting body positivity  (Poster or Advert using i-movie, power point etc) 

Write an essay on…...

The impact of social media on body image for teenagers in the 21st Century (1500 – 3000 words).

*Remember to include a bibliography and source references.

Research Tasks to complete …...

1. Title Page – Perfectly Imperfect in relation to Self Image
2. Mind Map – Perfectly Imperfect in relation to Self Image 
3. Mood Board – Perfectly Imperfect in relation to Self Image
4. Produce a page of research on Self image and the impact of social media (Facts, figures and information)
5. Create 3 x different Artist research pages (refer to Suggestion list or email own suggestions to teacher for approval) to include; Title, Working 
in the style of the artist, Written Critical Analysis, Visual imagery of the artist’s work and Personal Response demonstrating artist style with your 
own creativity. 

Drawing Tasks to complete…..

Your individual facial features using Line and Mark making skills (Using pencil, shading, black biro/fine liner)
Half of your face using a half photograph to assist with proportion. 
A Tonal Self Portrait
A Self Portrait in colour (colouring pencil, pastel, watercolour)
Create a collage using a variety of media (drawing, magazines, photographs…..)
Sketches of the figure using different body shapes and sizes (use family & friends as models)
Complete the life drawing task you can take home found on Royal Academy of Arts website



Artist/Textile Suggestions…..

Photographer Suggestions…..
Peter Devito – Body Positivity (faces with words)
Sara Shakeel or Cinta Toro Cartro – Glitter stretch marks
Annegret Soltau
Metro Bruno & Laurence Jeanson
Scarlett Carlos Clarke
I’m Tired campaign
Barbara Kruger

Dominic Beyeler – I am nobody
Sally Hewitt – Body Parts
Inge Jacobson
Jose Romussi
Tatyana Fazlalizadeh
Meghan Willis
Davide Bellochi
Henrietta Harris
Marcela Lustra
Jenny Saville
Alexandro Palombo
Jovanna Radic Eriksson
Anya Lee Temple
Marcela Sabia – Disney Princess with hang ups
Montana Kitching
Sasa Elebea
Andy Butler (circle facial feature portraits)
T S Abe (Facial Features and portraits)
Shona McAndrew
Feministiclly
Ash Soto
Andrea Castro
Flavia Bernardes
Scott Rohlfs
Ileana Hunter (Celebrities)
Ant Carver
Sheila Pree Bright
Gratruvier (Plastic Surgery)
Search artists of your own on Pinterest, Gallery Website etc

Consider…..
Body Shape & Size
Body Hang ups (birth marks, acne…...)
Social Media pressures to conform to the ideal 
Body image through history
Body image through art, textiles and fashion
Body modifications (Plastic surgery, piercings, tattoos…..
Fashion industry pressures – models (skinny, plus size)


